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American Indian Concepts Concerning Health and Unwellness
Locust, C., University of Arizona
1985 Book
Part of a series of monographs about the health beliefs of American Indians. 27pp.

American Indian Cultural Perspectives on Disability
Joe, J. & Miller, D., University of Arizona
No date listed Book
The purpose of this monograph is to compare, discuss, and analyze common perceptions of disability as perceived by American Indian tribes and non-Indian society. 40pp.

Early Intervention with American Indian Families: An Annotated Bibliography
Malach, R. & Segel, N. & Thomas, T., (eds)
SouthWest Communication Resources Inc.
1988 Book
A selected list of references with useful information about the influence of Indian culture, customs and values on the Indian family whose child has a health impairment or disability. 19pp.

Government Policies and the Disabled in American Indian Communities
Joe, J. & Locust, C.
University Of Arizona
1987 Book
This paper attempts to explain why many American Indians with disabilities have not always benefited from improvements in services to the general population of people with disabilities. 31pp.

Overcoming Obstacles and Improving Outcomes: Early Intervention Services for Indian Children with Special Needs
Malach R.S., Segel N. & Thomas T.
SouthWest Communications Resources, Inc.
1989 Book
The authors identify and discuss some important issues including cultural differences in communication-interaction style, concepts of personal relationships, and the family's acculturation to non-Indian values and moves. 20 pp.
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**Parent's Guide to the BIA Special Education Process: Making It Work for Families, A**

SouthWest Communication Resources  
1993  
Book  
This booklet is for parents of Indian children who have special education needs and attend BIA schools.  43pp.

**Piki Maker, The: Disabled American Indians, Cultural Beliefs and Traditional Behaviors**

Locust, C., University of Arizona  
1994  
Book  
This monograph provides examples of some tribal beliefs and the behaviors associated with those beliefs in order to give the reader an overview of the cultural issues and situations that may be encountered by service providers.  26pp.

**Socio-Cultural Aspects of Disability: A Three-Area Survey of Disabled American Indians**

Hodge, F. & Edmonds, R.  
No date listed  
Book  
109pp.